
Prepare and Eat Meals Together 

Activity: Weaving Place Mats (For children 7 and up) 

Objectives: Children will create a place mat or trivet to be used at family meal times. 

Intro and Background: Art is defined broadly as the “use of skill and imagination in the creation of 

aesthetic objects, environments, or experiences that can be shared with others.”  The key concept that 

children should understand is that art involves imagination, creativity and expression and it is meant to 

be shared with others. 

Weaving is often considered a craft as opposed to art in that technical competence rather than aesthetic 

expression is what gives a piece its form and beauty.  However, the use of color and texture does involve 

artistic expression and creativity.  Some forms of weaving, such as tapestries, cross over to fine arts in 

the design of the pictures.  For the purposes of this activity, weaving is both an art and a craft. 

Children are more engaged in meal time if they have some responsibility for producing it.  In this 

activity, children will create woven textiles (or paper goods in the case of young children) to use as a 

place mat (Grades 4 and up) or trivet/pot holder (grades 2 and 3).  Young children will make a paper 

place mat out of construction paper. 

Materials:  

 Provided in the kit – Looms, woven coaster, Charlie Needs a Cloak 

 Provided by host site – Yarn, bodkins (paper clips or safety pins) 

Engage: Read Charlie Needs a Cloak.  Show children a woven trivet, placemat or potholder.  Pass it 

around.  Have them brainstorm what it is and how it was made.  Introduce the word weaving.   

Explore: Pass out the looms.  Show children how to wrap thread around the loom. For younger children, 

you may want to prepare the looms ahead of time or use the construction paper looms.  Thread needles 

according to directions.   

Explain: Show children how to weave following loom directions.  Allow children to weave as long as they 

remain interested.  Engage them in conversation about their weavings. 

Elaborate:  When they are done, finish off the weaving per the loom instructions.  Remind them that 

they can use their weaving at a meal time or they may wish to present it to a family member. 

Evaluate: Ask children to reflect on weaving and the value of producing something to be used at a meal 

time.   

 

 


